
«PROFITABLE»

«RELIABLE»

«FREE»

Deposit with maximum interest rate.
Deposit does not allow its replenishment and / or early repayment.

Deposit with maximum interest rate. Deposit does not allow its replenishment and / or early repayment. This deposit can be 
opened only by a client of the Bank who has received a compensation payment from the Deposit Guarantee Fund of Individuals 
via FUIB JSC.

Deposit with the ability to replenish and withdraw of part or full amount at any time 
without termination of the contract with keeping of all already accrued interest. Gives 
absolute freedom in managing funds. With auto prolongation.

Term deposits (LOYALTY PROGRAM)

Demand deposit (LOYALTY PROGRAM)

Information as of 15.04.2024
All interest rates are specified with loyalty bonus and before taxation according to acting Ukrainian legislation.
* Means the loyalty bonus: +1% in UAH.
** Tenor 1 month means the deposit placement for 30 days, 3 months - 93 days, 6 months - 184 days, 9 months - 274 days,
12 months - 367 days, 18 months - 548 days.
*** The sale period of the «15 PRO MAX» Deposit is from 15.04.2024 to 31.05.2024 (inclusive).

JSC «FUIB». State Registration of Banks №73 of 23.12.1991. NBU banking license №8 of 06.10.2011

Currency Deposit category by
minimum amount

Interest rate, per annum. Monthly 
% payment

1 months**

UAH from 100 5,0%

USD from 10 0,01%

EUR from 10 0,01%

Deposits from the First Ukrainian
Get high interest rate from the reliable bank and bonus
when opening a deposit in the Internet banking «PUMB online»*

Please call now: 
044 231 73 73
acc. to the tariffs of Your operator

www.pumb.ua

Currency Deposit category by
minimum amount

Interest rate, per annum. Monthly % payment

1 mth** 3 mth** 6 mth** 9 mth** 12 mth** 18 mth**

UAH from 500 9,0% 15,0% 15,0% 14,0% 14,0% 14,0%

USD from 100 - 0,5% 0,6% 0,8% 1,0% 1,3%

EUR from 100 - 0,5% 0,6% 0,7% 0,8% 0,8%

Currency Deposit category by
minimum amount

Interest rate, per annum. Monthly % payment

1 mth** 3 mth** 6 mth** 9 mth** 12 mth** 18 mth**

UAH from 500 10,0% 16,0% 16,0% 15,0% 15,0% 15,0%

Currency
Deposit category

by minimum
amount

Interest rate, per annum.
Monthly capitalization %

3 mth** 6 mth**

UAH from 500 13,5% 13,5%

USD from 100 0,45% 0,5%

EUR from 100 0,45% 0,5%

«ACCUMULATIVE»
Deposit with a high interest rate and the possibility of replenishment without 
restrictions on the amount. Deposit does not allow its early repayment.

Deposits with replenishment (LOYALTY PROGRAM)

Currency Deposit category by
minimum amount

Interest rate, per annum. Monthly % payment

3 mth**

USD from 100 0,1%

EUR from 100 0,1%

«FOREIGN CURRENCY» Deposit can be opened only by selling the non-cash currency USD/EUR to the client against funds in UAH. Deposit without 
the possibility of replenishment, partial withdrawal and automatic term longation, and without early withdrawal.

                    Currency Deposit category by
minimum amount

Interest rate, per annum. Monthly % payment

3 mth** 6 mth**

              UAH from 500 15,0% 15,0%

«15 PRO MAX»*** Deposit with a maximum interest rate. It is possible to replenish without limiting the amount. No possibility of partial withdrawal, 
automatic renewal and no right of early termination. 

PROMOTIONAL DEPOSIT


